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Abstract

This study aims to explore linguistic differences between fictive motion expressions 
and physical motion event expressions in Chinese. Although both types of expressions 
are associated with dynamic linguistic forms, they describe different types of semantic 
content. Using authentic data, this study examines motion verbs, motion verb con-
structions, the complexity of ground elements, and alternative manner expressions for 
Chinese fictive motion events, the results of which are compared with those of previ-
ous studies on physical motion events. It is found that Chinese fictive motion expres-
sions are very different from Chinese physical motion event expressions in terms of 
the above four aspects. The results lend support to the hypothesis that fictive motion 
occurs more in verb-framed languages.
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1 Introduction

This study aims to explore the linguistic differences of fictive motion expres-
sions and physical motion event expressions.

Within Talmy’s framework of motion event theory, a motion event is 
mainly composed of four semantic elements, i.e., the Figure, the Ground, 
the activating process, and the association function (Talmy, 2000b: 226–227).  
A  motion event either designates a physical motion event with displacement 
or a  stationary locative event (Talmy, 2000b: 25). Both physical motion events  
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and locative events have a Figure and sometimes a Ground. Their differenc-
es lie in, firstly, the activating process, which is “motion” for physical motion 
events and “stationariness” for locative events; and secondly, the association 
function, which is “the path of the motion on the part of the Figure with re-
spect to the Ground” for physical motion events and “the site occupied by the 
Figure in terms of the Ground” for locative events (ibid).

Fictive motion is represented in sentences that describe static spatial  entities 
with dynamic linguistic forms (motion verbs and directional  prepositions). 
This definition shows that fictive motion expressions have the same semantic 
elements as locative events but use linguistic forms typically employed to repre-
sent physical motion events. In this study, fictive motion events involve the fictive 
movement on the part of the Figure as represented in fictive motion sentences.

Fictive motion events and physical motion events share similar types of 
linguistic forms, i.e., motion verbs and directional prepositions, but they de-
scribe different semantic content. Physical motion event expressions faithfully 
depict a situation involving physical motion, whereas fictive motion event 
expressions unfaithfully refer to a static entity with dynamic linguistic forms. 
Experimental studies have shown that the comprehension of fictive motion 
sentences involves the mental simulation of motion (Matlock, 2004, 2006; 
Matlock, Holmes, Srinivasan, & Ramscar, 2011; Saygin, Mccullough, Alac, & 
Emmorey, 2010; Singh & Mishra, 2010). Despite this connection of fictive mo-
tion with mental simulation of motion, the static semantic content may still 
render the linguistic features of fictive motion sentences different from those 
of physical motion event sentences. This study tries to explore the linguistic 
differences between these two types of sentences.

In the next section, the most relevant literature will be reviewed, including 
the study on the lexicalization patterns of physical motion event expressions, 
the study on the linguistic features of fictive motion events, and the study on 
locative events. Section 3 explains some issues about the methodology. Results 
are illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 focuses on the discussion of the results, 
after which conclusions are made in Section 6.

2 Literature Review

2.1 The Studies on the Lexicalization Patterns of Physical Motion Events
Talmy (2000b: 213–288) classified world languages into satellite-framed lan-
guages (S-languages) and verb-framed languages (V-languages) based on 
whether the path of the movement is expressed in the satellite or the verb 
in motion event expressions. Apart from the location of path information, 
the two types of languages were also found to be different in other aspects.  
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Relevant here are the expressiveness of the manner information and the com-
plexity of the ground entities. It was found that, compared with V-languages, 
S-languages are more flexible in expressing manner information because the 
verb is available to encode the manner information in addition to other lin-
guistic units (Slobin, 2004: 250–253). S-languages are richer in the types of 
manner verbs used in motion event expressions than V-languages (Slobin, 
1997: 458). In addition, manner verbs occur more frequently in S-languages 
than in V-languages (ibid). With regard to ground entities, S-languages tend to 
have more ground elements per verb than V-languages, while V-languages are 
more likely to employ motion verbs without mentioning any ground element 
(Slobin, 1997: 442).

Since the seminal work of Talmy (2000b), the lexicalization patterns of 
physical motion events in various languages have been explored extensively. 
Studies on Chinese physical motion events focus on whether Chinese is an 
S-language or a V-language (Chen, 2007; Chen & Guo, 2009; Shen, 2003; Slo-
bin, 2004; Tai, 2003; Talmy, 2000b) and the transition of Chinese from being 
a V-language to being an S-language (Shi & Wu, 2014). The status of modern 
Chinese in this dichotomy is a contentious issue, but a general agreement has 
been reached that Chinese has been under the development from being a  
V-language to being an S-language.

The data used in analyzing physical motion event expressions in modern 
Chinese fall into two major types, i.e., introspective data (Shen, 2003; Tai, 2003; 
Talmy, 2000b) and usage-based data (Chen, 2007; Chen & Guo, 2009), within 
which usage-based data are either elicited spoken motion event expressions 
through experiments (Chen, 2007) or motion event sentences collected from 
written materials (Chen & Guo, 2009). Each type of data has its advantages 
and disadvantages. Introspective data are easy to manipulate and played an 
important role in the early development of the theory, but they cannot show 
how language is used in real situations. Elicited spoken data can test colloquial 
usage. They represent lab speech and are confined in terms of the materials 
used as well as participants’ online time pressure. Usage-based written data 
can provide a complicated yet authentic picture of how motion events are ex-
pressed. For the current study, I will focus on studies with written data for the 
reason that this is a comparative study between physical motion events and 
fictive motion events, and that fictive motion expressions are more compre-
hensively observed in written texts.

2.2 The Studies on the Linguistic Features of Fictive Motion Events
The linguistic phenomenon of fictive motion has been noticed widely 
( Bennett, 1975: 35–40; Dowty, 1979: 67; Jackendoff, 1983: 168–174; Levin, 1993: 
256;  Thompson, 2013: 91–121), but Talmy (1996, 2000a) is the first one who has 
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extensively  examined it. Fictive motion expressions describe static scenes with 
dynamic linguistic forms. This apparent incongruence between the semantic 
content and the linguistic conceptualization has been  examined in terms of cog-
nitive mechanisms, such as mental scanning (Langacker, 1986, 1999, 2005), Con-
ceptual Integration Theory (Fauconnier & Turner, 2002:  376–380), Conceptual 
Metaphor Theory (Lakoff & Turner, 1989: 144–146), and  metonymy (Caballero, 
2006: 161; 239; Fauconnier & Turner, 2002: 378).

More relevant here are the studies on the linguistic features of fictive mo-
tion expressions. Matsumoto (1996) made the proposal that one type of fictive 
motion expressions, namely, coextension paths, is constrained when express-
ing manner information and path information. A coextension path sentence is 
a “depiction of the form, orientation, or location of a spatially extended object 
in terms of a path over the object’s extent” (Talmy, 2000a: 138). The example 
below is a typical coextension path sentence in English. In this sentence, the 
configuration and location of the fence is defined in terms of a fictive move-
ment along the fence with respect to its two ends.

(1) The fence goes from the plateau to the valley. (ibid)

What Matsumoto (1996) proposed is that, for coextension path expressions, 
some path information must be included and manner information irrelevant 
to the path component cannot be expressed. This is generally borne out in dif-
ferent languages (Cappelli, 2012; Rojo & Valenzuela, 2003).

Another aspect is comparing the linguistic features of physical motion 
event expressions with fictive motion expressions. One type of fictive motion, 
i.e., visual paths, was compared with physical motion events in terms of the 
complexity of the path (Slobin, 2009). S-languages tend to have more complex 
path information than V-languages (Slobin, 2004: 239–240). Four languages of 
different types (two S-languages and two V-languages) were examined. It was 
found that the linguistic features in terms of complex path information of phys-
ical motion event expressions are carried over to visual path sentences (Slobin, 
2009: 211–212). Similar findings were observed in a study comparing English 
(an S-language) and Spanish (a V-language) when they express visual paths 
and physical motion events (Cifuentes-Férez, 2014). When expressing visual 
paths, English uses more and richer manner verbs than Spanish (Cifuentes-
Férez, 2014: 234), and English is better at encoding complex combinations of 
Path plus Ground (Cifuentes-Férez, 2014: 226).

2.3 The Studies on Locative Events
Studies on locative events are relatively fewer, though locative events are  
a composing member of motion events within Talmy’s motion event theory. 
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Fictive motion expressions are one of several linguistic strategies in repre-
senting a locative scene. It was found that when expressing locative scenes, 
Serbian (an S-language) uses more manner verbs than French (a V-language) 
(Stosic & Sarda, 2009: 50–51). This indicates that, similar to the case of motion 
event  expressions, manner is more salient in S-languages than in V-languages 
for sentences depicting locative situations. On the other hand, French adopts 
more fictive motion expressions than Serbian (Stosic & Sarda, 2009: 57). It 
was thus hypothesized that fictive motion expressions are limited in manner- 
salient languages, i.e., S-languages (Stosic & Sarda, 2009). This study is interest-
ing here because this hypothesis is relevant to our findings.

3 Methodology

3.1 Comparison
This study is a comparative one. It mainly compared the linguistic features 
of fictive motion and physical motion events in Chinese. For physical motion 
events, the results from a previous study (Chen & Guo, 2009) were adopted. 
Chen & Guo (2009) studied the linguistic features of physical motion events 
in Chinese with data collected from novels. In addition to this study, data from 
two other studies (Özçalışkan & Slobin, 2003; Slobin, 1996) were also cited in 
order to compare Chinese fictive motion expressions with typical S-languages 
and V-languages. Fictive motion expressions were collected manually from 
written texts (See Section 3.3).

3.2 Aspects to Compare
There are four aspects to compare. The first one is motion verbs in terms of 
both type and token. The type of motion verbs is decided by the semantic ele-
ments expressed. Possible semantic elements include path information, man-
ner information, and motion information without obvious path or manner 
elements. The second point for comparison is associated with the first one, 
and it is the motion verb constructions employed. Serial verb constructions 
are frequently observed in Chinese, so they are highly expected to be found. 
Motion verb constructions refer to the types of combination of semantic ele-
ments expressed in the verbal predicates (Chen & Guo, 2009: 1755–1757). The 
third aspect to compare is the complexity of the ground elements, which is 
represented by the number of ground entities encoded. The last thing to look 
at is the employment of additional manner information apart from the man-
ner information expressed by the main verb. These four aspects are chosen 
mainly because they have been studied for physical motion event expressions 
(Chen & Guo, 2009; Özçalışkan & Slobin, 2003; Slobin, 1996).
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3.3 Fictive Motion Data
Fictive motion data were collected manually from published written texts (See 
the Appendix). This set of texts includes travelling essays and notes. The con-
tents of this set of published books are not purely introductions of different 
places. Rather, the descriptions of locations and scenic spots are threaded by 
stories involving human beings. Novels, though used for analyzing physical 
motion expressions, were not chosen for the collection of fictive motion data 
because fictive motion expressions rarely occur in novels.

This study focuses on one type of fictive motion expressions, namely, coex-
tension paths. Coextension paths are the most frequently observed and most 
often discussed type of fictive motion. The definition and illustration of coex-
tension paths can be found in Section 2.2.

3.4 Process
The written texts were examined sentence by sentence and all coextension 
path expressions were manually selected. There are 355 episodes1 containing 
coextension paths, and 462 clauses2 are identified within the 355 episodes. In 
Chen & Guo (2009), there are 180 episodes containing 520 clauses.

The data were coded with uam CorpusTool (O’Donnell, 2008), which allows 
manual annotation of collections of texts. The annotation schemes are based 
on the four aspects to compare, namely, the motion verbs, motion verb con-
structions, the number of ground entities in each clause, and additional man-
ner information apart from the main verb. After the annotation, the findings 
were compared with those in the three studies (Chen & Guo, 2009; Özçalışkan 
& Slobin, 2003; Slobin, 1996).

4 Results

4.1 Motion Verb Use: Types
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the type of a motion verb is based on the seman-
tic information encoded. Four types of semantic elements were identified in 
the motion verbs employed in Chinese fictive motion expressions, including 
manner, deictic, path, and general extension. The manner information covers 
 
1
2

1 An episode is “the movement of a major protagonist, beginning from a stationary position 
and continuing to move until arriving at another stationary position where a plot-advancing 
event occurs” ( Özçalışkan & Slobin, 2003: 260). The protagonists in fictive motion expres-
sions are the fictive Figure.

2 A clause is “a linguistic unit that contains a unified predicate” (Chen & Guo, 2009: 1755).  
A predicate can either be a motion verb or a motion verb construction (ibid).
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dimensions such as the motor pattern, rate, rhythm, posture, affect, and evalu-
ative factors (Slobin, 2004: 255). Deictic information can either be ‘toward the  
speaker’ and ‘in a direction other than toward the speaker’ (Talmy, 2000b: 56). 
The path information pertains to the trajectory over which the Figure moves 
with respect to another entity (Chen & Guo, 2009: 1755). General extension is 
motion that is not obviously associated with manner or path; rather, it is about 
the extending motion of some entity. General extension is a semantic element 
uniquely encoded in verbs of coextension paths, as illustrated in the following 
example. The verb 延伸 (yánshēn; extend) in (2) is a general extension verb. In 
this sentence, the extension of the road is described as the extending of the 
road.

(2) 那是一条公路，从机场延伸出来。3
nà  shì yì-tiáo gōng-lù, cóng jī-chǎng yán-shēn-chū-lái.
that  is one-cl highway from airport extend-out-come
That is a highway that extends out from the airport.

Table 1 below presents all types of verbs and their frequencies in Chinese fic-
tive motion expressions, including manner verbs, path verbs, deictic verbs, 
general extension verbs, manner + path verbs, general extension + manner 
verbs, general extension + path verbs, general extension + deictic verbs, and 
path + deictic verbs.

Manner verbs, path verbs, deictic verbs, and general extension verbs are 
verbs that encode the corresponding semantic elements. Notice that apart 
from verbs with a single semantic element, this study also includes verbs with 
more than one semantic element, including manner + path verbs,4  general 
extension + manner verbs, general extension + path verbs, general extension 
+ deictic verbs, and path + deictic verbs. As can be seen from Table  1, these 
polymorphemic verbs are usually compound words. They are identified as 
3
4

3 All the Chinese examples are from the data collected for this study unless otherwise speci-
fied. The illustration of a Chinese example is composed of four parts. The first line is the 
original Chinese fictive motion sentence; the second line is the corresponding transcription 
in pinyin; the third line is the literal translation of each Chinese word in English that may 
sometimes sacrifice the idiomaticality of English in order to show the original structure of 
Chinese; and the last line is the English translation of the Chinese sentence. The abbrevia-
tions in the second line are based on (Li & Thompson, 1981).

4 This type of verbs is not an exception to the manner/result complementarity because the 
path element here specifies the direction or the contour of the movement rather than the 
result of the movement.
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Table 1 Verb types with frequency counts

No. Character (pinyin;  
literal translation)

freq. No. Character (pinyin;  
literal translation)

freq.

Manner verbs (29 types; 56 token)
1 拖 (tuō; drag) 5 16 冲 (chōng; rush) 3
2 扎 (zhā; plunge) 2 17 涌 (yǒng; gush) 3
3 拔 (bá; pull) 9 18 刺 (cì; stab) 1
4 走 (zǒu; walk) 5 19 排列 (páiliè; arrange) 1
5 铺砌 (pūqì; pave) 1 20 浮游 (fúyóu; float-swim) 1
6 钻 (zuān; [some animal]

go-through)
2 21 行 (xíng; walk [more formal & 

ancient])
2

7 流动 (liúdòng; flow-move) 1 22 搭 (dā; put-up) 1
8 烧 (shāo; burn) 1 23 戳 (chuō; poke) 1
9 赛跑 (sàipǎo; race) 1 24 探 (tàn; [some animal] stick-out) 1
10 奔 (bēn; run-quickly) 2 25 掘 (jué; dig) 1
11 抛 (pāo; throw) 1 26 长 (zhǎng; grow) 1
12 挂 (guà; hang) 4 27 拧 (nǐng; twist) 1
13 划 (huá; sweep) 1 28 削 (xuē; whittle) 1
14 盖 (gài; build) 1 29 包围 (bāowéi; [some animal]

surround)
1

15 流 (liú; flow) 1

Path verbs (63 types; 364 tokens)
1 起伏 (qǐfú; rise-fall) 17 33 达到 (dádào; reach) 1
2 穿 (chuān; cross) 19 34 扭折 (niǔzhé; twist) 1
3 参 (cān; enter) 11 35 崛 (jué; rise) 1
4 到 (dào; arrive) 27 36 抵达 (dǐdá; arrive) 1
5 入 (rù; enter) 20 37 越 (yuè; cross) 2
6 起 (qǐ; rise) 24 38 弯 (wān; bend) 3
7 高 (gāo; rise) 9 39 回 (huí; return) 5
8 跨 (kuà; span) 8 40 倾 (qīng; incline) 1
9 进入 (jìnrù; enter) 4 41 出 (chū; exit) 25
10 绕 (rào; circle) 8 42 掉头 (diàotóu; turn-around) 1
11 上 (shàng; ascend) 21 43 垂 (chuí; droop) 1
12 下降 (xiàjiàng; drop) 4 44 横贯 (héngguàn; traverse) 3
13 拐 (guǎi; turn) 5 45 及 (jí; reach) 1
14 至 (zhì; arrive) 12 46 跌宕 (diēdàng; rise-fall) 2
15 耸 (sǒng; rise) 6 47 旋 (xuán; revolve ) 1
16 突起 (tūqǐ; tower) 4 48 突 (tū; protrude) 2
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No. Character (pinyin;  
literal translation)

freq. No. Character (pinyin;  
literal translation)

freq.

17 转 (zhuǎn; turn) 7 49 逼 (bī; become-close) 1
18 经 (jīng; pass) 2 50 隆 (lóng; rise) 1
19 横 (héng; traverse) 3 51 低 (dī; fall) 1
20 迄 (qì; arrive) 2 52 朝 (cháo; face) 1
21 达 (dá; arrive) 3 53 纵横 (zònghéng; 

run-unimpededly)
1

22 升 (shēng; rise) 6 54 自 (zì; start-from) 1
23 深入 (shēnrù; deep-enter) 2 55 围 (wéi; surround) 1
24 翘 (qiào; rise) 2 56 发 (fā; set-out) 1
25 通过 (tōngguò; cross) 2 57 在 (zài; locative-marker)5 12
26 降 (jiàng; drop) 1 58 开 (kāi; move-away) 7
27 过 (guò; pass) 25 59 进 (jìn; enter) 6
28 折 (zhé; turn) 2 60 经过 (jīngguò; pass) 2
29 弯转 (wānzhuǎn; turn) 1 61 穿越 (chuānyuè; pass-through) 2
30 环 (huán; surround) 1 62 贯通 (guàntōng; run-through) 2
31 下 (xià; descend) 12 63 贯穿 (guànchuān; run-through) 2
32 起落 (qǐluò; rise-fall) 1

Deictic verbs (2 types; 55 tokens)
1 来 (lái; come) 22 2 去 (qù; go) 33

General extension verbs (27 types; 131 tokens)
1 绵延 (miányán; stretch/

extend)
26 15 展 (zhǎn; spread) 1

2 连绵 (liánmián; stretch/
extend)

11 16 铺张 (pūzhāng; spread) 1

3 伸 (shēn; stretch/extend) 29 17 曼衍 (mànyǎn; stretch/extend) 1
4 延伸 (yánshēn; stretch/

extend)
14 18 连 (lián; connect) 1

5 伸展 (shēnzhǎn; stretch/
extend)

10 19 亘立 (gènlì; stretch/extend) 1

5

5 The co-verb 在 (zài; locative-marker) was treated as a path verb when it follows a manner 
verb in (Chen & Guo, 2009) because it expresses a sense of path in such cases. To make the 
analyses comparable, this co-verb is also counted as a path verb here.
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No. Character (pinyin;  
literal translation)

freq. No. Character (pinyin;  
literal translation)

freq.

6 延绵 (yánmián; stretch/
extend)

4 20 延 (yán; stretch/extend) 1

7 伸延 (shēnyán; stretch/
extend)

3 21 展开 (zhǎnkāi; spread) 1

8 铺展 (pūzhǎn; spread) 3 22 绵绵 (miánmián; stretch/extend) 1
9 伸张 (shēnzhāng; stretch/

extend)
2 23 伸拓 (shēntuò; stretch/extend) 1

10 舒展 (shūzhǎn; stretch/
extend)

3 24 延展 (yánzhǎn; stretch/extend) 1

11 铺 (pū; spread) 8 25 延续 (yánxù; stretch/extend) 1
12 绵亘 (miángèn; stretch/

extend)
2 26 漫展 (mànzhǎn; stretch/extend) 1

13 蔓延 (mànyán; stretch/
extend)

2 27 盘亘 (pángèn; stretch/extend) 1

14 引申 (yǐnshēn; stretch/
extend)

1

Manner & path verbs (6 types; 13 tokens)
1 盘旋 (pánxuán; 

fly-or-walk-around)
6 4 拔地 (bádì; rise-from-ground) 1

2 沉下 (chénxià; sink) 2 5 跌落 (diēluò; fall) 1
3 穿行 (chuānxíng; 

cross-walk)
2 6 下滑 (xiàhuá; downward-slide) 1

General extension & path verbs (10 types; 33 tokens)
1 横亘 (hénggèn; horizontal

-extend; lie-across)
1 6 逶逶迤迤 (wēiwēiyíyí;

meander/wind/zigzag)
1

2 辐射 (fúshè; radiate) 1 7 盘绕 (pánrào; coil) 1
3 迤逦 (yǐlǐ; meander/wind/

zigzag)
1 8 缭绕 (liáorào; coil-up) 1

4 蜿蜒 (wānyán;
meander/wind/zigzag)

23 9 婉蜒 (wǎnyán;
meander/wind/zigzag)

2

5 盘折 (pánzhé; coil) 1 10 螺旋 (luóxuán; spiral) 1

Table 1 Verb types with frequency counts (cont)
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No. Character (pinyin;  
literal translation)

freq. No. Character (pinyin;  
literal translation)

freq.

General extension & manner verbs (1 type; 1 tokens)
1 荡荡漾漾 (dàngdàngyàngyàng; 

extend-in-the-manner-of-rippling)
1

Path & dectic verbs (2 types; 4 tokens)
1 上去 (shàngqù; ascend-go) 3 2 下来 (xiàlái; descend-come) 1

one word because in Modern Chinese Dictionary (2012), each of them is listed 
as one word entry. Such words were deleted from the study in (Chen & Guo, 
2009) because they couldn’t be classified easily and they occurred rarely. In my 
opinion, one way to deal with such compound words is to treat them as poly-
morphemic words. Furthermore, they occur so frequently in fictive motion ex-
pressions that they cannot be simply ignored. The sentence in (3) contains a 
manner + path motion verb.

(3) 公路蜿蜒由密林中穿行。

gōng-lù wān-yán yóu-mì-lín-zhōng chuān-xíng.
highway zigzag through-dense-forest cross-walk
The highway meanders through the dense forest.

Neutral verbs were identified in (Chen & Guo, 2009) and were treated as man-
ner verbs in their analysis. In this study, they were coded as manner verbs from 
the start.

As stated before, S-languages and V-languages are different in the type 
and token of manner verbs. Manner verbs tend to be richer in terms of type 
and more frequent in terms of frequency in S-languages than in V-languages 
(Özçalışkan & Slobin, 2003). For example, as shown in Table 2 below, English, 
as an S-language, has more types of manner verbs than Turkish, which is a 
V-language (ibid). The number (41) of manner verb types in Chinese physical 
motion event expressions is higher than that in Turkish (26) and lower than 
that in English (64), being almost in the middle of these two.

The number (29) of manner verb types in Chinese fictive motion expres-
sions is also between that in English and that in Turkish, but it is much closer 
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to Turkish, which is the V-language’s end. In terms of the number of verb types, 
Chinese fictive motion expressions have significantly fewer types of manner 
verbs than Chinese physical motion event expressions (z = 6.47, p < .01, 99% ci: 
30.5% – 64.74%).6  The lower number of manner verb types in Chinese fictive 
motion expressions is not due to the relatively lower number of fictive motion 
expressions, as we can see the number (63) of the types of path verbs in fictive 
motion expressions is significantly higher than that in physical motion event 
expressions in Chinese (13) (z = 3.12, p < .01, 99% ci: 5.91% – 40.75%). This in-
dicates that the types of manner verbs that can be used in Chinese fictive mo-
tion expressions are limited if we compare them with Chinese physical motion 
expressions and typical S-languages.

4.2 Motion Verb Use: Tokens
Following the line in the last section, manner verbs occur more frequently in 
S-languages than in V-languages. As illustrated in Table 3 below, English (an 
S-language) has a much higher percentage of manner verbs (53%) than path 
verbs (27%), whereas Turkish (a V-language) uses more path verbs (59%) than 
manner verbs (34%). The percentage (45.3%) of manner verbs in Chinese 
physical motion event expressions fall between these two languages, and the 
difference between the percentage of manner verbs (45.3%) and that of path 
verbs (53.1%) is not that big.

Table 3 shows that the case of fictive motion expressions in Chinese goes 
to the extreme of V-languages. Chinese fictive motion expressions use much 

Table 2 Manner verb types

Chinese 
(physical)

Chinese 
(fictive)

English  
(S-language)
(physical)

Turkish7  
(V-language)
(physical)

Manner verb 
types

41 29 64 26

Path verb types 13 63 no data no data
Total verb types 60 140 no data no data

6
7

6 In this study, the Z-test (see Agresti & Franklin, 2013, p. 470 for the formula of Z-test) was used 
to decide whether the difference between two proportions is significant or not.

7 The data in the tables and texts about English and Turkish are from (Özçalışkan & Slobin, 
2003), and the data about English and Spanish come from (Slobin, 1996).
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more path verbs (55.4%) than manner verbs (8.5%). The percentage of man-
ner verbs (8.5%) is even lower than that in Turkish (34%), and it is significantly 
lower than that in Chinese physical motion event expressions (45.3%) (z = 15.51, 
p < .01, 99% ci: 31.28% – 42.32%). The column labeled as “other” covers cases 
of manner + path verbs, general extension + manner verbs, general extension + 
path verbs, general extension + deictic verbs, and path + deictic verbs, among 
which manner + path verbs were observed 13 times and general extension + 
manner verbs occurred once. If we add manner + path verbs and general exten-
sion + manner verbs into manner verbs, the percentage is lower still.

4.3 Motion Verb Constructions
Chinese allows serial verb constructions that can combine up to three verbal 
components at the same time. It can be observed in Table  4 (adapted from 
Chen & Guo, 2009: 1760) that motion verb constructions in Chinese physical 
motion event expressions include manner + path + deictic, manner + path, 
manner + deictic, manner only, path + deictic, path + path, path only, and de-
ictic only. These eight constructions fall into four types,8  i.e., manner + path, 

Table 3 Percentage of different motion verbs

Manner Path Deictic Neutral General  
extension

Others Token

Chinese
(physical)

45.3%  
(374)

53.1%  
(438)

0% 1.6%  
(13)

0% 0% 825

Chinese
(fictive)

8.5%  
(56)

55.4%  
(364)

8.4%  
(55)

0% 19.9%
(131)

7.8%  
(51)

657

English  
(S-language)
(physical)

53% 27% 0% 20% 0% 0% no data

Turkish
(V-language)
(physical)

34% 59% 0% 7% 0% 0% no data

8

8 It is pointed out in (Chen & Guo, 2009) that verbs encoding manner + deictic information is 
treated as manner only verbs because the two deictic verbs encode a very general sense of 
path of motion which primarily focuses on the directional relationship with the speaker and 
they are categorized as “neutral verbs” by some researchers (Özçalışkan & Slobin, 2003). The 
same is true for verbs encoding manner + path + deictic information and verbs expressing  path 
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+ deictic information. To make the analyses comparable, deictic information is not counted 
when there is other semantic information (such as manner information or path information) 
preceding it for motion verb constructions in fictive motion expressions.

Table 4 The distribution of motion verb constructions for Chinese physical motion event 
expressions

Motion verb 
constructions

Subtypes Token Percentage Subtotal

Manner +  
path

mpd
e.g. 走过来 (zǒuguòlái; walk-cross-come)

103 19.81% 62.31%

mp
e.g. 跑下 (pǎoxià; run-descend)

221 42.5%

Manner only md
e.g. 跑去 (pǎoqù; run-go)

42 8.08% 14.81%

m
e.g. 走 (zǒu; walk)

35 6.73%

Path only pd
e.g. 出去 (chūqù; exit-go)

27 5.19% 22.12%

pp
e.g. 回到 (huídào; return-arrive)

20 3.85%

p
e.g. 到 (dào; arrive)

68 13.08%

Deictic only d
e.g. 来 (lái; come)

4 0.77% 0.77%

Total 520 100% 100%

manner only, path only, and deictic only. Among these four types, manner + 
path accounts for a large percentage (62.31%). However, Chinese is able to use 
manner only and path only motion verb constructions, suggesting that both 
manner verbs and path verbs can be used as independent main verbs in Chi-
nese physical motion event expressions.

There are more types of motion verb constructions in Chinese fictive mo-
tion expressions than in Chinese physical motion expressions since one more 
semantic element, i.e., general extension, is involved. As shown in Table 5, five 
additional types are identified, including general extension + path + deictic, 
general extension + path, general extension + manner, general extension + de-
ictic, and general extension only.
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Table 5 The distribution of motion verb constructions for Chinese fictive motion expressions

Motion verb 
constructions

Subtypes Token Percentage Subtotal

Manner+path mpd
e.g. 冲下来 (chōngxiàlái; 
rush-descend-come)

13 2.81% 12.77%

mp
e.g. 扎进 (zhājìn; plunge-enter)

46 9.96%

Manner only md
e.g. 走去 (zǒuqù; walk-go)

3 0.65% 3.03%

m
e.g. 走 (zǒu; walk)

11 2.39%

Path only pd
e.g. 下来 (xiàlái; descend-come)

21 4.55% 48.27%

pp
e.g. 进入 (jìnrù; enter-enter)

93 20.13%

p
e.g. 穿 (chuān; cross)

109 23.59%

Deictic only d
e.g. 来 (lái; come)

3 0.65% 0.65%

General 
extension+path

gpd
e.g. 延伸出来 (yánshēnchūlái;
extend-exit-come)

15 3.25% 17.10%

gp
e.g. 伸进 (shēnjìn; extend-enter)

64 13.85%

General  
extension+ 
manner

gm
e.g. 荡荡漾漾 
(dàngdàngyàngyàng;
extend-in-the-manner-of-rippling)

1 0.22% 0.22%

General extension 
only

gd
e.g. 伸来 (shēnlái; extend-come)

2 0.43% 17.97%

g
e.g. 延伸 (yánshēn; extend)

81 17.53%

Total 462 100% 100%
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The distribution of motion verb constructions in fictive motion expressions 
is very different from that in physical motion expressions. The construction 
manner + path only takes up 12.77%, which is significantly lower than the  
percentage in physical motion expressions (62.31%) (z = 15.89, p < .01, 99%  
ci: 42.29% – 0.56.79%). Constructions containing only manner verbs (3.03%) 
have a much lower proportion than those containing only path verbs (48.27%). 
The fewer employment of manner verbs compared with path verbs is  
also instantiated through the comparison of the construction general ex-
tension + manner (0.22%) and the construction general extension + path  
(17.10%). Constructions containing general extension verbs are an  
important composing element of constructions employed to represent fictive 
motion.

4.4 Description of Ground Elements
As reviewed in Section  2.1, S-languages tend to encode more ground ele-
ments than V-languages. In Table  6, English (an S-language; 96%) employs  
more clauses with ground elements than Spanish (a V-language; 81%) does 
when expressing physical motion events. The case (83%) of Chinese physical 
motion event expressions is more similar to that of Spanish. When it comes 
to Chinese fictive motion expressions, the clauses (61%) encoding ground ele-
ments are significantly lower than Chinese physical motion event expressions 
(83%) (z = 7.74, p < .01, 99% ci: 15.37% – 28.63%), and it is even fewer than 
Spanish.

It can be seen from Table  7 that a considerable number (39%) of Chi-
nese fictive motion expressions do not have any ground element. Similar to  
Chinese physical motion expressions, Chinese fictive motion expressions usu-
ally only encode one ground entity when it comes to plus-ground clauses. Only 
2% of the clauses have two ground entities, and none encode three ground 
entities.

Table 6 Percentage of plus-ground clauses

Chinese 
(physical)

Chinese 
(fictive)

English  
(S-language)
(physical)

Spanish
(V-language)
(physical)

Plus-ground clauses 83% 61% 96% 81%
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4.5 Alternative Expressions of Manner
Both S-languages and V-languages use alternative manner expressions in ad-
dition to manner verbs. In Table 8, it can be seen that the number of the total 
motion descriptions containing alternative manner expressions are similar 
for Chinese, English, and Spanish physical motion event expressions (102, 107, 
and 113 respectively). Also, all of the three languages use more adverbials than 
descriptions in expressing physical motion events (98/4, 73/34, and 93/20 re-
spectively). This tendency is observed for Chinese fictive motion expressions 
(154/24). One difference between Chinese fictive motion expressions and the 
other three types of motion expressions is that the number of motion de-
scriptions containing alternative manner expressions in the former one (178) 
is much higher than the latter three (102, 107, and 113 respectively), and the 
former one is significantly higher than that of Chinese physical motion event 
expressions (z = 6.55, p < .01, 99% ci: 12.19% – 25.63%).

S-languages and V-languages are different in terms of whether the alterna-
tive manner expressions modify manner verbs or non-manner verbs. As shown 
in the last column of Table 8, English (an S-language; 73%) tends to use alter-
native manner expressions to modify manner verbs. On the contrary, Turkish 
(a V-language; 39%) tends to use alternative manner expressions to modify 
verbs other than manner verbs. Chinese physical motion expressions are dif-
ferent from both English and Turkish in that they use all the alternative man-
ner expressions to modify manner verbs. The percentage of alternative manner  

Table 7 Percentage of clauses containing different numbers of ground elements

0 1 2 3+

Chinese  
(physical)

17% 81% 2% 0%

Chinese  
(fictive)

39% (180) 59% (270) 2% (11) 0%

English  
(S-language)
(physical)

4% 61% 26% 9%

Spanish
(V-language)
(physical)

19% 73% 8% 0%
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expressions modifying manner verbs in Chinese fictive motion expressions 
(19%) is even less than that in Turkish physical motion expressions.

5 Discussion

5.1 Motion Verbs and Motion Verb Constructions
Chinese physical motion expressions employ more types of manner verbs 
than path verbs. In contrast, Chinese fictive motion expressions use much 
more types of path verbs than manner verbs. Compared with Chinese physi-
cal motion expressions, Chinese fictive motion expressions have more path 
verb types but less manner verb types. The number of manner verb types in 
Chinese fictive motion expressions is close to that in Turkish, which is a typical 
V-language.

In terms of frequency, the percentage of path verbs in Chinese fictive mo-
tion expressions is similar to that in Chinese physical motion expressions and 
Turkish (a V-language), but the percentage of manner verbs in the former is 
much lower than the latter two as well as English (an S-language). Chinese 
fictive motion expressions use path verbs most, followed by general extension 
verbs.

The predominant motion verb construction in Chinese physical motion 
expressions is manner + path, i.e., the verb-complement construction. Man-
ner only and path only constructions are identified but their percentages are 
relatively lower. The distribution of motion verb constructions is different in 

Table 8 Frequency of motion descriptions containing alternative manner expressions

Adverbials Descriptions Total Percentage of  alternative 
manner expressions 
 modifying manner verbs

Chinese (physical) 98 4 102 100%
Chinese (fictive) 154 24 178 19%
English
(S-language)
(physical)

73 34 107 73%

Turkish
(V-language)
(physical)

93 20 113 39%
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Chinese fictive motion expressions. The construction type “manner + path” is 
significantly fewer. The major construction type is the path only construction, 
followed by the general extension only construction.

The features of motion verbs and motion verb constructions in fictive  
motion expressions can be explained by the function of fictive motion sen-
tences. As reviewed in Section 2.1, Matsumoto (1996) proposed two conditions 
on coextension paths, i.e., the manner condition and the path condition. For 
the manner condition, no manner information can be encoded if it is irrele-
vant to path; for the path condition, some path information must be expressed 
in coextension paths. These two conditions can generally, though not strictly, 
be applied to Chinese fictive motion expressions. The main reason is that it 
is the path-like configuration of the Figure that motivates the use of coexten-
sion paths. Thus, path is the core element in such expressions. Some of the 
manner verbs in fictive motion expressions are indeed helpful in depicting the 
path of the fictive movement, such as the manner verb 刺  (cì; stab) in (4), but 
some of them seem to be less related to path, such as 冲  (chōng; rush) and 扎  
(zhā; jump) in (5). The verb 刺  (cì; stab) in (4) not only depicts the manner  
of the fictive movement, but also indicates the configuration of the Figure 
(snow peak) and the path of the fictive movement. It is not surprising to  
find such manner verbs since sometimes people deliberately use fictive mo-
tion expressions as a rhetorical device to make the writing more vivid and 
expressive.

(4) 雪峰……白皑皑，亮晶晶刺入蔚蓝无际的晴空。

 xuě-fēng… bái-ái-ái, liàng-jīng-jīng cì-rù wèi-lán wú-jì-de
 snow-peak white glistening stab-into blue  endless
 qíng-kōng.
 clear-sky
  The snow peak, which is white and glistening, stabs into the vast blue clear sky.

(5) 这万里长城，从燕山支脉的角山上直冲下来，一头扎进了 

渤海岸边。

 zhè wàn-lǐ-cháng-chéng, cóng yān-shān-zhī-mài-de
 this Great-Wall  from Yan-Mountain-branch-assoc
 jiǎo-shān-shàng    zhí     chōng-xià-lái,              yì-tóu
 Cape-Mount-on    all-the-way    rush-down-come      head
 zhā-jìn-le   bó-hǎi    àn-biān.
 jump-into-pfv  Bohai-Sea    bank
  The Great Wall rushes down all the way from the Cape Mount of Yan Mountain 

and jumps into the bank of the Bohai Sea.
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5.2 Ground Elements
Compared with Chinese physical motion event expressions, Chinese fictive 
motion expressions employ significantly fewer ground elements. The ground 
elements encoded in Chinese fictive motion expressions are even 20% fewer 
than those in Spanish, which is a V-language. A considerable amount of Chi-
nese fictive motion expressions do not have any ground element. According to 
findings from previous studies that V-languages tend to encode fewer ground 
entities, fictive motion expressions behave more like a V-language in terms of 
ground encoding.

The function of coextension path sentences is to delineate the configura-
tion of a linear, extending spatial entity. When no ground element is used as 
the reference point to define the scope of the extending Figure, the boundary 
of the Figure usually can be inferred from the context. In (6), the temples of 
different sizes are conceptualized as one long, extending entity that extends 
to some unspecified place. We can infer from the adverbial phrase 一路  (yílù; 
all-the-way) that the temples are located along the road.

(6) 这儿也是大伯公，那儿也是大伯公，大大小小的土地庙一路 

盖过去……

 zhè-er yě shì  dà-bó-gōng,                          nà-er             yě         shì
  here again is     Tua-Pek-Kong-Temple      there             again   is
 dà-bó-gōng,                                   dà-dà-xiǎo-xiǎo-de   tǔ-dì-miào   yí-lù
 Tua-Pek-Kong-Temple                big-and-small             temple          all-the-way
 gài-guò-qù…
 build-across-go
  Here is a Tua-Pek-Kong-Temple, and there is a Tua-Pek-Kong-Temple. Temples of 

various sizes were built along (something).

5.3 Alternative Manner Expressions
Chinese fictive motion expressions employ more alternative manner 
 expressions than Chinese physical motion expressions, as well as English (an 
S-language) and Turkish (a V-language). This seems to violate Matsumoto’s 
manner condition mentioned above. However, a closer examination of the 
alternative manner expressions in Chinese fictive motion expressions reveals 
that, in most cases, alternative manner expressions contribute to the depiction 
of the path of the fictive movement and the configuration of the Figure, as 
shown below in sentence (7). Of course, similar to manner verbs, some alterna-
tive manner expressions are used to enhance the poetic flavor of the writing, 
as in (8).
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(7) 从徐家汇一代开始，向东延伸出一条淮海路，笔直地划过 

上海滩。

  cóng-xú-jiā-huì-yí-dài-kāi-shǐ, xiàng-dōng yán-shēn-chū yī-tiáo
 from-Cujiahui-begin toward-east extend-out a-cl
  huái-hǎi-lù, bǐ-zhí-dì huá-guò shàng-hǎi-tān.
 Huai-hai-Road straight sweep-over Shang-hai
  Huaihai Road extends eastward from Xujiahui, and it sweeps straight over 

Shanghai.

(8) 入夜，城市平静了，小巷子幽幽延伸。

 rù yè, chéng-shì ping-jìng le, xiǎo-xiàng-zi
 enter night city quiet crs small-alley
 yōu-yōu yán-shēn.
 silently extend
  When the night falls, the city becomes quiet, and small alleys extend silently.

Alternative manner expressions are used more to modify manner verbs in  
S-languages than in V-languages. This is within our expectation since there are 
not so many manner verbs in V-languages. Chinese is an exception in this re-
spect in that all the alternative manner expressions exclusively modify manner 
verbs in physical motion event expressions. Chinese fictive motion expressions 
are more similar to V-languages in that the alternative manner expressions 
tend to modify non-manner verbs. This is mainly due to the low frequency of 
manner verbs occurring in fictive motion expressions. If we take into account 
the fact that many manner verbs are associated with the path of the fictive 
movement, then the percentage of alternative manner expressions modifying 
pure manner verbs is even lower.

5.4 General Discussion
Based on the differences between S-languages and V-languages in terms of mo-
tion verbs, motion verb constructions, the encoding of ground entities, and al-
ternative path expressions, Chinese fictive motion expressions are more like a 
V-language. More path verb types are employed while limited types of manner 
verbs are used. In terms of the tokens, path verbs are much more frequent than 
manner verbs. When it comes to motion verb constructions, the dominant 
construction is path only construction; and the construction manner + path, 
which is a salient feature of physical motion event expressions, is used sig-
nificantly less frequently. The percentage of clauses containing some ground 
elements is even lower than typical V-languages, and for clauses with some 
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ground elements, there is usually only one ground entity. Alternative manner 
expressions modify manner verbs less frequently than when they modify non-
manner verbs. Table 9 below is a summary of the comparison.

The similarity between Chinese fictive motion expressions and  V-languages 
supports the hypothesis that fictive motion expressions occur more in 
 V-languages. It was hypothesized that in manner-salient languages, namely, 
S-languages, the use of fictive motion sentences is limited, and that fictive mo-
tion expressions are more salient in V-languages than in S-languages (Stosic 
& Sarda, 2009). This hypothesis is supported by other studies on fictive mo-
tion expressions in modern Chinese from the perspective of verbal predicate 
patterns (Ma, 2015, 2016). Scholars generally agree that ancient Chinese is a 
V-language and that Chinese has been developing from a V-language to an S-
language. It was found that many verbal predicate patterns in modern Chinese 
fictive motion expressions are inherited from ancient Chinese, such as mono-
syllabic verbs, disyllabic words, adverb + monosyllabic verb constructions, and 
Chinese idioms (Ma, 2015, 2016: 34). This is consistent with the findings of this  
study. Modern Chinese is relatively rich in verbal predicate patterns express-
ing manner information, and patterns irrelevant to manner information are 

Table 9 Summary of comparison

Number 
of motion 
verb types 
( manner 
verbs/path 
verbs)

Percentage of 
 motion verb 
 tokens ( manner 
verbs/path 
verbs)

Percentage of 
manner + path 
constructions

Percentage 
of clauses 
with ground 
elements

Percentage 
of alterna-
tive  manner 
 expressions 
modifying 
manner verbs

Chinese 
(physical)

41/13 45.3% (374)/ 
53.1% (438)

63.21% (324) 83% 100%

Chinese 
(fictive)

29/63 8.5% (56)/ 
55.4% (364)

12.77% (59) 61% 19%

English
(S-language)
(physical)

64/no data 53%/27% no data 96% 73%

Turkish/Spanish
(V-language)
(physical)

26/no data 34%/59% no data 81% 39%
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limited. Manner information can be expressed in fictive motion expressions, 
but it is encoded much less compared to path information. A large proportion 
of fictive motion expressions need verbal constructions that do not express 
manner. As a V-language, ancient Chinese can provide such verbal predicate 
patterns that do not convey manner information. Thus, ancient verbal predi-
cate patterns are frequently resorted to when we need to use fictive motion 
expressions. The employment of ancient verbal predicate patterns allows the 
absence of manner information. Another relevant point is that, while speak-
ers of S-languages are better at describing the process of motion, speakers of 
V-languages tend to give information about the background of motion events 
by describing aspects of the static scene (Slobin, 1997). Fictive motion is one of 
the linguistic devices to depict static scenes.

6 Conclusion

Many previous studies focus on the similarity and association between fictive 
motion and physical motion events, such as the involvement of mental simu-
lation of physical motion (Matlock, 2004, 2006) or mental scanning (Langack-
er, 1986, 1999, 2005) and the carrying over of linguistic features from motion 
event expressions to fictive motion expressions (Cifuentes-Férez, 2014; Slobin, 
2004, 2009). The differences between fictive motion expressions and physi-
cal motion event expressions do not gain much attention. This study exam-
ined the differences between fictive motion expressions and physical motion 
event expressions through comparing their linguistic features. The compari-
son between the linguistic features of Chinese fictive motion sentences and 
those of Chinese physical motion event expressions, with English (a typical 
S-language) and Spanish and Turkish (typical V-languages) as reference lan-
guages as well, leads to the conclusion that Chinese fictive motion events and 
physical motion events are represented differently, and the linguistic features 
of Chinese fictive motion expressions are more like those of a V-language. De-
spite the facts that motion is simulated in the comprehension of fictive mo-
tion (Matlock, 2004, 2006) and that the linguistic features of expressions rep-
resenting physical motion events are transferred to those representing fictive 
motion (Slobin, 2009; Cifuentes-Férez, 2014), fictive motion is still represented 
differently from physical motion events in language. The words and patterns 
used in fictive motion sentences are confined by the static nature of the scenes 
described. This conclusion is probably also associated with the importance 
of path information which motivates the use of fictive motion sentences as 
proposed by Matsumoto (1996). The necessity of making the path information 
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explicit and manner information implicit results in the choice of path verbs 
and patterns of  V-languages. Further studies are needed to examine whether 
fictive  motion  occurs more in V-languages, whether fictive motion suppresses 
linguistic  features of S-languages, and also the reasons for these interesting 
phenomena.
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